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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Kangaroos - First Watermark

74

F

A C1

Lot 74

2/- brown with White Flaw below Second 'L' of 'SHILLINGS' ACSC #35(1)baf, Victorian English Mail TPO cds clear of
the variety, Cat $900.

250

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Postal Stationery
257

REGISTRATION ENVELOPES: KGV to QEII issues all used the majority from Victoria with a range of label types
including provisionals, 1938 KGV 5d endorsed "Comp 4d" with KGV 4d added to pay compensation fee, some
postmark interest noted 1935 'TPO 1 SOUTH/1/NSW' transit & 1956 'EASTERN VIEW/VIC' cds with typed label, also
1917 'RETURNED REGISTERED LETTER' from Melbourne Dead Letter Office & 1930 'RETURNED SURCHARGED
LETTER' from Sydney with Dues, condition mixed but many fine. (88)

PS

300

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Postal History
304

C

B

1913 double-rate commercial cover with Oriental Hotel (Melbourne) imprint in "gold" to Germany with scarce franking
of 5d Kangaroo (Cat $1000 on cover) tied by 'ENGLISH MAIL TPO/OUT' cds, opened a bit roughly at top.

300T

NEW SOUTH WALES
391

Carton with some stamps including 'OS/NSW' punctures, a quantity of Numerals in packets, an array of covers &
PPCs with cds/numeral "ties", other cds including TPOs on PPCs, etc, condition rather mixed. (Qty)

SDC

500

NEW SOUTH WALES - Postal History

404

C

B

Lot 404

1857 to Scotland per "Oneida" with Diadem 6d grey (full margins) tied by bars cancel of Sydney (b/s), London transit
b/s & bold 'CR' h/s of theCaledonian Railway, 'CARLUKE/MY11/1857' b/s from where re-addressed to Edinburgh
with 1d red/blued paper added for the redirection fee & tied by '67'-in-bars, a couple of minor blemishes.

400

VICTORIA - Postal History
495

SC

511

C

A-

Bundle of mostly 1880s covers with some postmark interest including 'DOOGALOOK' cds, TPO Down Trains
MG11, MG 14 & MG 16 x2, etc, small album of Emblems, Beaded Ovals & Laureates on piece with a few Barred
Numerals including very fine First Type '141' of Penshurst (rated RRRR); also NSW covers including early TPOs
'RP/NSW' & 'GNRP/NSW' cancels, etc; condition variable.

300

1890 cover with Cuthbert Hamilton Wynne & Co Solicitors imprint on the flap, to London with rare franking of 1/6d
orange tied by 'ENGLISH MAIL TPO/DE16/90 - VICTORIA' duplex cancel on cover to London arrival b/s of 9JA91,
minor blemishes. [The rate was 6d ship letter x2 + 6d late fee for posting directly onto the English Mail TPO to
Adelaide]

400
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA - Postmarks

822

S

A B2-

Lot 822

Trans-Australia Railway: 'TPO TRANS RAILWAY/-1OCT15/WESTN AUSTRALIA' almost fine strike on KGV 4d
orange. PO 26.1.1915; closed 21.1.1918.

150T

POSTAL HISTORY: Mostly pre-WWII range with lots of postmark interest including bilingual & trilingual cds,
straight-line cancels, numerals, TPOs etc, many fine to superb strikes, also some unused Postal Stationery including
early issues, condition variable. (100 approx)

400

FINLAND
1002

CPS

INDIA

1090 C

Ex Lot 1090

Covers & Stationery including 1855 with ½a blue x2 on yellow envelope (attractive), 1858 part-outer with 1a red,
1858 with ½a blue tied '138' cancel and 'BOMBAY GPO/1 Dely' unframed b/s, 1872 East India Railway Electric
Telegraph Department lettersheet with 'LOCAL/TPO BENGAL' oval d/s and North West Provinces 'F/NWP/No3'
transit, 1911 with 'ALLAHABAD RMS/SET No1' TPO cds & French postage dues, WWI Forces with 'HS TAKADA/On
Active Service' cachet, 1922 insured parcel tag with 'V/P/ESPLANADE/(CALCUTTA)' label, registered & official mail,
illustrated advertising & instructional markings noted a couple of 'TOO LATE' types, plus Convention States group
including 1903 QV ½a tied 'GWALIOR-STATE/ VICEROY'S CAMP POST OFFICE' hooded-circle d/s and 1910
registered with KEVII 3p 'CHAMBA/STATE' overprints x10 & provisional 'R' cachet on blank label, 1894 ½a envelope
'PATIALA/STATE' with 'BATHINDA RY STN' squared circle & 'POSTAGE DUE' cachet, eight inwards items from
Germany & 1877 illustrated US cover to Jubbulpoor, postmark interest, condition mixed but many fine. (approx 130)

800
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MIDDLE EAST

1130 PS

A/B

Ex Lot 1130

PERSIA: 1897-1906 Postal Stationery to India comprising 4ch postal cards uprated with 1ch violet x3, 5ch postal
cards x4 one with 'DJOULFA-ISFAHAN/25-3-05' Railway TPO 'lemon' cancel, 1904 envelope '6/CHAHIS' on 10ch
blue with '3/CHAHIS' on 5ch x2 added, 12ch red envelopes x9 some with added frankings & all with either
'PROVISORE/1319' overprints or additional black imprint below value, the majority sent via Bushire some with both
Persian & Indian PO transits, also 1905 cover franked with '3/CHAHIS' on 5ch block of 4 and two 1920s covers from
'SULTANABAB' endorsed "Via Persian Gulf" & "Via Baghdad" respectively, plus 1911 '6 Chahis' overprint on 5ch
illustrated postal card 'Kerman Oak' view to England, condition variable but most fine. (21)

750

NETHERLANDS INDIES

1143 PS

A-

Lot 1143

1882 7½c Postal Card to France with Weltevreden cds, superb strike of the rare French 'LIGNE P/ 3/JUIL/82/PAQ
FR No 1' cds on the face, 'LIGNE N/28JUIL/82/PAQ FR No 9' transit b/s & 'MODANE A PARIS/4/AOUT/82' TPO
transit cds in red on the face, Paris arrival b/s, minor blemishes. [The French Ligne P was a feeder service between
Batavia & Singapore only. In almost every case, Raymond Salles illustrates and quotes a price or gives a rating for
every marking. For Ligne P, he doesn't even provide an illustration, an obvious indication of great rarity]

550
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SOUTH WEST AFRICA - Postal History

1318 CPS

Ex Lot 1318

1917 South Africa ½d Postal Card with 'KARIBIB' cds and '105' censor, two 1919 German Postal Cards to
Swakopmund both with 'PASSED BY CENSOR' English & bilingual cachets, 1924 Germany PPC to Windhuk with
South African overprinted ½d & 1d Postage Dues, postmarks including two with Railways ovals (one on 4d 'SWA'
overprint Registration Envelope alongside 'ARIAMSVLEI' cachet), 'EXHIBITION' and 'MARIENTAL' altered
German-era cds, 1936 1d 'SWA' Postal Card uprated for 6d airmail rate to Germany, etc, condition variable. (16)

600

Collection remainders including Postage Dues (Cat SKR18,000+ = $A2500+), commercial perfins, locals,
"Cinderellas", etc, also a nice array of mostly pre-WWI postmarks strong in TPOs, condition variable. (100s)

350

SWEDEN
1321

OW

